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Abstract 
In a total grouping of dynamic interconnection networks, safe and quick routing is so important. The Benes network is one of the 
dynamic interconnection networks that are good for telephone networks, multi-processor systems, parallel computers, ATM 
switches and Navigation and radio communication between robots. In this paper, two models of Benes routing algorithm is 
introduced then compare them with looping; Hassan-José and fast algorithms in the speed of running time and implementation 
then introduce the optimum algorithm. 
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1. Introduction 
Multi-stage interconnection networks are as one of the fastest communication channels that are using nowadays 
and they are so useful in designing the parallel computers. .indeed in these networks the connection between the 
source and destination nodes is formed of multiple switching layers1,15. the way the layers connect to each other 
provide different kinds of networks. In one grouping the multi-stage interconnection networks device to two group 
of static and dynamic group. The dynamic ones are based on switching's that are applied in run-time to make the 
route between the source and destination nodes2,16. Dynamic multi-stage interconnection networks device into 4 
groups: Blocking Network, non-blocking, rearrange able non-blocking and strictly non-blocking networks3. Benes 
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network is a kind of dynamic non-blocking interconnection network after resorting. In this network we won't face 
the obstruction or if we face it we can close the switches to resolve this problem12.  
A Benes network with N input and N output is shown Benes (N×N) which is made of a 2×2 switch. This 
network has 2logN-1 switch layer and each layer has N/2 switch. Figure 1 illustrates a Benes network (8×8). 
 
Fig. 1.  A Benes network (8×8). 
 
In Benes Network the most important issue is quick and safe routing. Determination of the state of switches to 
transform the data from input to output is the goal of routing in this network9,13. 
Various routing algorithm for Benes network are offered like looping algorithm that introduced by tsao-wu and 
opferman in 1971, that starts from outer layer and moves to inner layer determines the way from input to output, 
however it might needs to return and change switches4. Fast method is based on analyze of permutation in every step 
and determine the state of switches5. Hassan-José method is based on bits and determines the state of every switches 
by use of coloring graph6,8. 
In 2009 chakrabarty and his colleagues introduced the matrix-based algorithm7 that for each layer, there is one 
matrix and with simple algorithms determine the state of LogN-1 switches of the first layer and the other layers 
control with self-routing algorithm, but the problem of this algorithm is the back warding that make it less 
effective11,14 . 
 
2. Division routing algorithm 
This algorithm determines the state of switches of two layers and in the end just the central layer remains. 
The process is in 4 steps: 
Step 1: form the table of number of switches that it exists in rows and columns. 
Put two port switch numbers to create corresponding binary numbers {0, 1, 2, 3} and to set table and put them in the 
table, which called signed cells. 
Step 2: upper port is 0 and lower port is 1. You can extract rows from input and columns from output. 
Step 3: scale the table from the first row, the first signed cell named A and the cell with the same row or column 
named B. because one switch equal to one row or column, and we cannot link two switches to one half-network. 
Step 4: in this stage, define the state of input and output layer, for example if it is 0 in a cell then the first port of 
input and output switch in the first and last layer will link to  the half network that is named something. 
Step5: continue all these stages except the center stage. 
Example 1:  
The permutation that is shown below will be routed with the help of routing algorithm. 
 
 
The table has 4 columns and 4 rows for the Benes network (8×8). (Table.1) 
Since Permutation is ¸¸¹
·
¨¨
©
§
3
0
, 0 input (upper port of 0 switch) will reach the 3 output (lower port of 1 switch).  
Put the binary number in the conflict place of [0, 1]. Continue this process to complete the table. 
Table1.  For the first layer 
 0 1 2 3 
0 2A  1B   
1 3B   1A 
2   0A 2B 
3  0A 3B  
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According to Table 1, Figure 2 Shows The state of the first and the last layers is determined then table the signed 
elements, determine the connected table to the A and B networks. 
 
Fig. 2.  Status of the first and the last layers is determined 
 
Set the table for the second and forth layers. (Table.2) 
Table2.  For the first layer, A block and B block 
 0 1     0 1 
0 0A  3B    0 1B2A  
1 3B 0A   1  1A2B 
Block A    Block B  
 
According to Figure 3 Shows the Status of the second and forth layers is determined.  
 
Fig. 3.  Status of the second and forth layers is determined 
 
And finally the state of switches is as shown below: (Figure 4) 
 
Fig. 4.  Status of network switches 
 
3. Input and output routing algorithm 
This algorithm has 3 stages: 
1) Select the input and output corresponding pairs. 
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2) Label 0 for the output corresponding pair and label 1 for input corresponding pair. 
3) Label 0 to the upper port and 1 to the lower port. Assume the Permutation is   
 
 
 
Consider the first member o1 ,i1  find the corresponding pair with the output o1from the output switch, that 
assume to be o3, so the o3,i3 are extracted then correspond to the input from the i3 switch, for example i6,then i6,o6 
are selected in this stage. 
Note: if during the selection of corresponding pair, reach to repetitive value then maybe the work is done or all 
values are not scaled and we should reach the first value that we start from it before. 
Step 2: in this stage in scaling Permutation for the output corresponding pair label 0 and label 1 for the input 
corresponding pair. 
Step 3: in this stage we select the output corresponding pair and link it to upper connection in switch and the 
input corresponding pair which is label 1 link to lower connection. 
Note: each Permutation that has input and output determines base on the type of 0 label (upper) and 1 label 
(lower). Continue the upper stages for inner layers. 
Example 2:  The presented algorithm will be verified with an eight permutation. The permutation that is shown 
below will be routed with the help of routing algorithm. 
 
 
 
Step one: select the spiral permutation and label them: 
Select the first permutation 
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
3
0
,now consider the output port(3),find the port 3 in 8 channel Benes network (Figure 
1),the corresponding pair is port 2,select the permutation that 2 is output, 
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
2
6
,while select the input permutation, 
repeat this operation, consider 6,then find the port 6 in  input 8 channel Benes network, the corresponding pair is 
7,select the permutation that the input is 7, ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
5
7
. 
Continue the above process till all elements order as below: 
 
Now label the elements by 0 and 1. 
So these elements label by 0, 
 
And these elements label by 1, 
 
2-determine the state of 2 layer switches correspond and repeat the operation in backward mode till all switches are 
determined. 
According to Figure 5 Shows the state of the first and last switches defines in this way that connects the input 
and output labeled 0 to the upper switches. 
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Fig. 5.  The way input and output ports are connected to each other. 
 
And the same happens, connect the input and output labeled 1 to the upper switches. 
Also The way the first and last layers are set. (Figure 6) 
 
Fig. 6.  The way the first and last layers are set. 
 
Pass the input and output port numbers from the connected switches to determine the state of next layers. (Figure 7) 
 
Fig. 7.  Transmit addresses through the set switches in the first and last layers. 
 
Now it is the time to do the same process for the second and the last but one layer. 
Select the first element of second layer
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
3
0
, now consider the output port 3, in output find the 3 (the last but one 
layer) the corresponding pair is 1,
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
1
3
. Now consider the input port 3 and the corresponding pair in second layer is 0, 
the corresponding element is ¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
3
0
,that selected before, now gauge the permutation of second layer till reach the first 
unvisited element 
¸¸¹
·
¨¨©
§
6
5
.repeat the process till the elements order as below: 
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The same as previews step label every other element by 0 and 1, and determine the state of second and last but one 
element as Figure 8. 
 
Fig. 8.  The way the second and the one to last switches are set. 
 
The state of last switch is as shown in Figure 9. 
 
Fig. 9.  Define the state of all switches and complete the routing. 
 
4. Analyze of algorithms  
Comparing the algorithm with the 3 other known algorithms by the means of implement and the run time and the 
result of survey has shown in Fig. 10. the horizontal axis shows the different scales of the network, that for the 
network with the scale of 4 the Hassan-José run time is the most and others are almost the same with each other, 
however for the network with 8 and 16 scale the run time for input and output is less than the others. The implement 
of looping algorithm is complicated in real systems because a record of travelled states should be kept, That not only 
make overlap and the complicity of circuit, but also looping will utilize the serial method to show the state of 
switches, but the introduced algorithms do not have this complication since in each layer the routing tags and the 
state of switches is determined and Use the parallel method. 
In division algorithm there is no need to backtrack and also it determine the state of 2 layers which optimize the 
time and storage. 
According to Table 3 Shows the compare Two models of Benes routing algorithm is introduced with looping, 
Hassan-José and fast algorithms in the speed of running time. 
Table3.  Compared algorithms in terms of runtime 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Size    /    Algorithm N=4 N=8 N=16 
Division 0/0000057 0/0000239 0/0000779 
Input and output 0/0000061 0/0000256 0/0000839 
Looping 0.0000063 0.0000262 0.0000861 
Fast 0.0000066 0.0000272 0.0000893 
Hassan-José 0.0000093 0.0000349 0.0001145 
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Fig. 10. Compared algorithms in terms of runtime 
 
5. Conclusion 
In this paper, we introduced 2 matrix-bases in Benes network, and solve the problems of division algorithm, such 
as determining the state of switches and the backtracking problem and a new and simple routing method without 
collision has been shown in Benes network. In input and output algorithm the strength is to reduce the run time since 
in each chapter of running algorithm the state of switches of two layers is determined at the same time. The blind 
spot is the overflow of caring addresses in lines that may less the permittivity of system. 
Comparing these 2 algorithm with similar algorithms we conclude that the new algorithms in compare with the 
3other algorithm has less run time and also between the two algorithms division algorithm has the less run time. 
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